INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the regularity for the minimizers of the variational integral defined for vector-valued functions u : SZ -~ (~N, where !1 is a bounded domain in > 2, N > 1, and where Du (x) E denotes the gradient of u at the point x E H. The functional I (u, H) is well-defined for u E (~ N ) , with exponent q > 2, if we admit as integrands Caratheodory functions F (x, u, P) : ~2 x ~N x Nxn -~ R of polynomial growth in P, i.e. functions which are measurable in x, continuous in (u, P) and which satisfy the growth condition DEFINITION 1.1. -We call u E RN) a minimizer of I if I(u, Z (u + cp, supp 03C6) for every 03C6 E Co (03A9, RN) .
The problem of regularity for the minimizers of I has been intensively investigated over the last 10 years [G-G2] [G3] . In the thus established partial regularity theory for vector-valued minimizers one requires the integrand F (x, u, P) to be of class C2 in P, strictly quasiconvex, and to satisfy the coercivity and growth conditions
[El] ] [E-G 1 ] [F-H] [G-M] [A-F]
In addition one assumes that F (x, u, P) be Holder continuous in (x, u We start with a short account of the development of the partial regularity theory for vector-valued minimizers, see also [G2] . Assuming quadratic growth and strict convexity in P for the integrand F (x, u, P) and using a direct argument, M. Giaquinta and E. Giusti [G-G2] [H] .
In the general case we assume F (x, u, P) to be strictly quasiconvex, [Gl, 
